


Prefab for
Business
Boutique prefab units that
offer luxury finishes, delivered
fully completed and ready to
plug and play to earn you
money.



Why Prefab?
Building a completed unit in a factory environment offers several
benefits.

Site Impact

Traditional building
methods create cement
run-off and building
rubble onto the land.
Sites often have to be
cleared to allow for the
building of foundations
and to allow access to
building walls.

You don't need to deal
with local building
contractors. When
building prefab, you know
what quality to expect
and know that your units
will be delivered
completed as ordered.

Contractors

Prefab units are
completed in a controlled
factory environment
within a faster
manufacturing time of
around 12 weeks,

Time





The
Solution
Prefab Units are customisable
and modular, and can be built
to operate entirely off-grid. Units
can be adapted to your needs,
market, location and budget.

Use solar power, gas geyser/stove and
composting toilets or simply connect to
the mains or septic tanks.

Off-grid

Deliveries can be made to any place
accessable by a road or crane.

Deliver anywhere

With short manufacturing lead times
and plug and play ability, your project
will be ready to earn you money fast.

Time is money





Why We're Here

With our years of product
and furniture design
experience, we are
passionate about designing
contemporary, high-end
spaces with an emphasis on
inside-outspace
optimisation and reduced
costs.

Design
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We believe units should
adapt to your business
needs and customer's
lifestyle. Units can be
modularly joined or
customised to suit your
location's needs.

Modularity
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We're paving the way to
creating upmarket,
affordable solutions that
allow you to offer beautiful
spaces that people want to
rent, placed in stunning
natural locations, without
harming the environment.

Environmental
impact
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How it began
Years of research and development has brought us here

2013
RESEARCH &

DEVELOPMENT

2020
FUNDING &

PROTOTYPING

2021
LAUNCH!





Is prefab
right for
you?

Movable, prefab tiny units allow
you to gain an excellent return
on investment by utilising a
beautiful unused part of your
farm. Rest assured, that as your
plans might change, your
prefab holiday units can be
moved, rented or sold. 

Land Owner

Create a modern tiny home estate where people
can live and participate in co-work spaces with a
coffee shop & laundry, exercise areas, meditation
spaces, and outdoor activity communal spaces,
whether on urban farms or shared plots with their
friends.

Developer



Market Size

20262021

4.6B
2.9B

Revenue in the Vacation
Rentals segment is projected
to reach R2.9b in 2021.
Revenue is expected to show
an annual growth rate (CAGR
2021-2026) of 9.94%,
resulting in a projected
market volume of R4.6b by
2026.



online
58%

off-line
42%

Channel
In the Vacation Rentals
segment, 58% of total revenue
will be generated through online
sales by 2026.

*https://www.statista.com/outlook/mmo
/travel-tourism/vacation-rentals/south-
africa



Airbnb
50%

Rooms for Africa
15%

Travelground
10%

Afristay
10%

Other 
10%

Sleeping-Out
5%

Platforms
Booking platform figures that do
not include hotel or private Guest
house bookings indicate that
Airbnb is the most popular .

*figures according to Statista Global Consumer Survey



Our contemporary finishes and design
style are unrivalled in the SA industry.
We offer full off-grid solutions with solar
power, rainwater harvesting and
composting toilets.

High-end finishes, unique
design & off-grid solutions

We are able to work fast and adjust our
team and factory sizes according to
demand.

Short lead-time

All manufacturing happens at the factory,
with completed units delivered to site.
This means our units are also movable at
any time and can be built on trailer wheel
bases.

Pre-fabrication

Our designs can be customised and
arranged modularly to suit the customer's
needs.

Modular/Custom designs

With us you get



Competitor
Analysis

Our services include key member
skills which include engineering,
electrical, plumbing and interior and
architectural design.

Your personal designer03

We can offer sull scale systems that
include solar and integrated Sonoff
systems as well as water reticulation
systems.

Advanced tech02

Our designs, methods and materials
are high quality and well researched
and developed. Our contemporary
designs are managed for quality and
built according to international
standards.

Realistic pricing 01



Our Pricing
Tiers

Different designs for different uses.

Unique glamping huts
that are durable, well
designed and
complimentrary to the
landscape.

Glamping Huts

Airbnb style romantic
weekender getaways
with coffee station and
mini fridge and
microwave.

6m Weekenders

For the complete
tinyhome experience
with full kitchen,
bathroom and option
for separate bedroom.

Tiny Homes



Free
marketing

Our marketing plans and followers
are always growing. We will 

 include your project in our listings
and promos. 

website
DIRECT LINKS

FB & IG
FREE POSTS &

FEATURES

Youtube
FREE VIDEO &
INTERVIEWS



Meet the Team

Founder

Yulande Rox
Operations

Grant Brooker
Tech

Ruben vd Merwe



Contact Us
083 772 8736
yulande@tinyhome.africa
www.tinyhome.africa


